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Adam Huszár is a hungarian producer and dj. He was born in 1983 in Hatvan, Hungary and he is living
in a town called Gyongyos. He had been attracted to music from his childhood. He first started to tune up
in 1998 on his first computer. He likes music that can give some kind of individual feeling, the musical
style doesn’t really matter. He affectionately uses atmospheric elements and broken beats in his
productions. In 1998 he started producing ambient and electro and later he turned to progressive breaks
and house. He gets involved more and more on a very wide spectrum of music. 

His hard work lead to success. His tracks are welcomed and supported by various artists and djs around
the world. He has also been involved in several remix contests and the results show that he is not just a
talented producer, but in some cases the best. 

Adam produces music all the time and looks for contacts around the globe. His productions are signed
by Morphosis Records, Feralcode Records, System Recordings and many more labels. His tracks
played by many dj's all over the world like Hernan Cattaneo, Markus Schulz, Andy Moor, Ferry Corsten,
The Crystal Method. 

In 2007 he founded Morphosis Records to release his own and similar producers works. He hosted two
popular monthly radioshows Morphosis Sessions and Mindfields with Dynamic Illusion on different radio
stations like Frisky, Proton and Dance Radio. 

Adam collaborated with many other artists and started few new projects in 2007. A production duo under
Reclused with Pinar Aybar. They created some emotional productions in the genere of triphop and
electronica. He is also a member of a Hungarian duo called Spasmodic. They made together some
serious electro breaks and house productions. You can also expect some new solo projects under new
aliases in the near future. 

www.retroidmusic.com 
www.morphosisrecords.com 
www.beatport.com/artist/retroid 
www.last.fm/music/Retroid 
www.myspace.com/retroidmusic 
www.facebook.com/pages/Retroid/39440411733 
www.ilike.com/artist/Retroid
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Re:Retroid
Posted by andy mac - 2009/01/22 08:57
_____________________________________

Wlcome to nubreaks man. Your recent collab with Aeron Aether is outstanding!
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Re:Retroid
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andy mac wrote: 
Wlcome to nubreaks man. Your recent collab with Aeron Aether is outstanding! 

Thanks! You can expect more collabs from us in the future :)
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